
 

 

Accommodation opportunity with Fassbind Hotels 
 

In the scope of the 2020 Nacra 15 World Championship, Fassbind Hotels has decided 
to offer discounts in their hotels to every Nacra 15 sailor, coach or parent coming to Geneva 
for this event. You will find here all the details of their offer.  

  
Where are the hotels located?  
Fassbind hotels have 4 hotels located in the centre of Geneva, more precisely near the 
station:  

- Cornavin**** : Boulevard James-Fazy 23, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland 
- Cristal*** : Rue Pradier 4, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland 
- Strasbourg***: Rue Pradier 10, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland 
- Les Nations*** : Rue du Grand-Pré 62, 1202 Geneva, Switzerland 

A lot of buses and tramways are passing in the area and will take you the Société Nautique de 
Genève in more or less 15 minutes. You can also take the boat service called “Mouettes 
Genevoises”. The line M3 will get you directly at the Société Nautique de Genève in more or 
less 10 minutes.   
 

 
 
 
What are they offering?  
In each of their hotels, they are offering discounts. Here are the prices proposed for one 
night in Swiss Francs.  
 

Price (CHF/night) Cornavin**** Cristal*** Strasbourg*** Nations*** 

Single 130 110 100 100 

Twin 150 140 130 130 

Triple 200 170 - 160 

 

Société Nautique de Genève  

Mouettes Genevoises 
Line M3 

https://fassbindhotels.ch/


 

 
 
This price takes into account all the taxes, the breakfast buffet as well as a public transport 
card you will be able to use at any time to circulate in Geneva. The card permits unlimited 
travel on Geneva's public transport network (UNIRESO: bus & tramways (TPG), train (CFF) and 
boat (Mouettes Genevoises)) for the full duration of your stay. 
 
Moreover, due to the uncertain situation, you will be able to cancel your reservation without 
any additional fees until the arrival day 12:00!  
 
How to proceed?  
To have access to these prices, you only have to do your reservation on 
www.fassbindhotels.ch and use the promotional code: SNG. Be aware that there is another 
event at the same period in Geneva and the rooms may be booked very quickly! So don’t take 
too much time for booking yours! 
 
Any questions concerning these accommodations?  
Do not hesitate to contact Fassbind Hotels !  
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